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ELEMENTARY WAVE MODEL AND THE DEFINITION
OF "FETCH AREA" IN WAVE PREDICTION

ABSTRACT
It is assumed that a partial area of the wind field can be regarded as an independent generation
zone of circular "elementary waves". A "fetch area" is defined, which corresponds to the meaning
of fetch and has the same dimension (longthl, But, fetch area describes it more naturally (Liang,
1973).

INTRODUCTION
The classical wave theories after Gerstner, Airy and Stokes have treated only two dimensional
waves. The significant wave (H1/a,T1/a), which characterizes wind waves, obeys the small amplitude
wave theory (Sverdrup and Munk, 1947). The random wave is the superposition of many
sinusoidal small amplitude waves in different directions and different frequencies with random
phases (Pierson, 1955).
The wave prediction is an important subject in coastal engineering. There are three factorswind velocity, wind duration and fetch (deep water). If we assume that the wind is stationary
and the wind velocity is given, then only fetch is left. Fetch is originally defined as the length
from the interested point to the fartherst point in the wind field in the direction of wind (Fig. 1).
This definition is not satisfactory, because we know that the fetch width plays also a roll (Saville,
Thorndike, 1954) (Tang, 1965). Like Eckart (1953), it will be assumed that a partial area of the
wind fieW can be seen as an independent generation zone of wind. waves.
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observation point
Fig. 1

ELEMENTARY WAVE MODEL
After Huygens the interference and diffraction of light are declared by the secondary spherical
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wave hypothesis. If the flapplate of a wave machine is cut into several parts and each part
moves in random, 'each part is then a generation center of circular waves. That means, that the
wave has a tendency to become circular wave. By this reason it is assumed that a partial area
of the wind field is regarded as an independent generation region. The· wave which is directly
generated by the wind in this partial area is called "elementary wave". All elementary waves
superimpose into the wind wave. This is the elementary wave model. The elementary wave
problem is similar to Cauchy-Poisson wave problem (Lamb, 1957), which was solved only two
dimensionally. The spreading of the elementary. Wave energy will be studied under the following
assumptions:
1. The elementary wave becomes circular wave during her spreading.
2. The wind is stationary.
A piece of wind field is cut out as an independent generation center of elementary waves
(Fig. 2).
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The average energy per second which is transfered from the wind directly in this cutting is
QL, WE(r,fJ) is the average elementary wave 'energy (per unit area) at point (r, [d). WL(r,fJ) is
the average elementary wave. power (per unit length) at point (r, [d). The latter is proportional
to WE(r,fJ)' The proportionality depends upon the frequency. Using the 1. and 2. assumptions
the elementary waves .of all frequencies have reached all respected points. Therefore this proportionality is independent from location.
In the book "Water Waves" by Stoker (1957) the potential function of a circular wave is
propotional to l/vr, if r is not too small, where r is the distance from the origin. Because
1J=-

+

~~ 1./

where 1J is the wave surface function.

So 1J is proportional to

ItvT.

It

follows that the elementary wave energy is proportional to 1/r. It will be studied about the relationship between elementary wave and the angle [d. We define the radiation function R@) for
r=r1 and R'([d) for r=r 2 as follows:
R([d)= WE(rto fJ)

(

1)

WE(rh OD)

R'([d)=

W~r2,fJ)

WE(rh OD)

(2)
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Because WE is proportional to l/r for constant (3,
1
WE er1,t!) =C'r; = WE er1,o·)R({3)
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( 3)

1
WE(r h t ! ) = C ' r ; = W Eer2,o.)R({3)

(4)

WE (rh O· ) = C " - 1

(5)

WE er2,o.) =C" _1_

(6)

and
r,

r,

We set eq. (5) into eq. (3) and eq. (6) into eq, (4).

C'

;1 =c"-t-R({3),

C'

~

=C"

~

R({3)=-g~

R'({3), R'({3)=

(7)

g,;-

(8)

It follows
(9)

R({3)=R'({3)
It means that the radiation function is independent of the radius r.

Then we have
.
:
1
WEer,t!)=C"R({3)r

(10)

and
1
WL er,t!)=CR({3)r

(11)

We consider now a circle with radius r. The energy flux, which passes through the circle, is
equal to QL, which is the energy obtained in dA from wind per second (stationary).
fC
QL=f WLer,t!)ds=ffC CR({3)_1rd{3=cf R({3)d{3
(12)
S

C=

-fC

r

-fC

QL
R({3)d{3

(13)

J',

let
C

1_ _

=

1
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(14)

f:fC R({3)d{3

we have
1
WL(r,t!)=C1-R({3)QL

.

:r

(15)

....

The variability in direction of wave travel after, Arthur (1949) corresponds to the radiation. He
wrote that the variability might be equal to cos2 {3, where (3 is the angle to the wind direction,
A qualitative experiment is carried out in order to find the radiation function R({3).

EXPERIMENT
The experiment is accomplished in a circular water basin with 380 em diameter (Fig. 3). An
air stream is generated by a wind nozzle, which is about parallel to the water surface. In order
to avoid the' disturbance from the still air two guiding walls are fastened to the wind nozzle, and
a sheet metal is set at the end of the wind fieldfor the limitation of the wind field. The wind
field locates at the middle of the basin. The experiment is executed with different constant wind
velocities. The reflexion of the wave is kept as small as possible by the pebble bank at edge.
After the waves are already stationary, the wave heights are measured at different points, which
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have the same distance from the middle of the basin but locate in various directions. So we can
find out the radiation function R({3). The waves in ocean are mainly gravity waves. If we want
to generate gravity waves in this experiment. the model must be very large. With the following
reason we can use a small model:
The difference between the gravity wave and the capillary wave in the wave theory after
Airy is that they have different dynamical boundary conditions. Therefore they have different
celerity formulae. But the measurement is carried out after the waves are $tatistical stationary.

experiment
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That means that the celerity has no influence on the experiment and the gravity wave and
capillary wave are the same in this experiment.
Because E~H21/S' SQ R({3)=H21/S 1f3/H21/s /0· or l/k.(ff) =H1/s 1f3/Hl/s 10· The result shQWS in
Fig. 4. The thick curve is CQS {3. We see that the wave energy decreases as the angle increases.
At {3=90 the wave height is small. If we consider wave energy, which is proportional ot the
square Qf wave height, then it is still smaller. We can believe that R({3)=cQSs {3 or the radiation
function has an approximation to the square of cosine {3.
9

THE DEFINITION OF "FETCH AREA"
The average power QL which is transferred from wind in a small area is still unknown.
The interaction between wind and wave is very complicated. Nowadays we know that there are
two important effects-c-one is due to the turbulent fluctuations of the wind (Phillips, 1957) (Eckart,
1953), and the other is the instability of the air stream (Miles, 1957) Qr the sheltering effect due
to the existing wave (Jeffreys, 1925).
The second effect dominates, when the waves are already large. A parameter,. transfer
coefficient, which will be empirical determined, is derived after Jeffreys sheltering-effect theory and
the following assumptions: The waves in a small region are statistical equal and independent from
one another. The corresponding mean values and standard deviations are constant.
After Sverdrup and Munk (1947) the pressure increase f),p by the wind is as follows:
f),p=sp'(U-c)S f}'YJ

(16)

f}x

s

sheltering coefficient
air density
wind velocity
c celerity
7J
water surface function
x horizontal coordinate in the direction of wind
The average energy transfer R of'one wave length per second per square meter is the following:
p'
U

R=_1 JL f),pv dx= sp' JL(U-C)S f}'YJ
L

0

L

0

f}x

f}'YJ dx
f}t

(17)

where
wave length
v the vertical velocity of water particle at the water surface
t
time
In elementary wave model the point of observation is fixed. On this account the term (U-C)2
in eq. (17) becomes Us. The transfer power per square meter at one point is:
L
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RF=sp' f}'YJ
f)x

~TL
OS=~02
f}t

where 0 is the average wind velocity and $ is the transfer parameter and equal to sp'

.~ (18)

~~

a;:.

The transfer parameter is a random variable. We define that ~, is the transfer parameter at an
arbitary point i in a small area of wind field dA. With the above mentioned assumptions and
the central limit theorem of statistics the transfer coefficient ~= _1_fJ~, approaches to constant
n £=1
when n--->oo as a limit.
Fromeq, (18)
RE,=~,os

The average wind-wave energy transfer power per square meter in dA is as follows,

(19)
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The transfer power in dA
QL=RE dA=~02 dA
After eq. (15) and eq. (21)
WL(r,/I) = C1

(21)

+

R«(3) QL=c;e-}-R«(3)02dA

(22)

We use the polar coordinate (Fig. 5)

dA= rd9dr

reference directicn
Fig. 5

When the fartherst elementary wave energy has reached the interested point, the wave power (the
mean wave energy flux) LS is:
TAO

Ls=f

1
r

WL(r,/I)=S C1 RE_ R[(3(r,O)]dA
A

WInd field

=C1 S oS /1 ~(r, 0) 02(r, 0) R[(3(r, O)]drdO

(23)

If <1>(d) is the wave spectrum at the interested point, the average wave energy E is the following.

E=S:~~M

(~

The wave power LS is then
LS=

a>
g
g Sa>
S <1>(d)-iddd =-2 <1>(d)d0

0

ldd

(25)

We define the representative group velocity G as follows.
LS

g

G=Jr=T

S:
S:

<1>(d)a- 1da

(26)
<l>(a)dd
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Then we have
LS
C
E=-G-=cl-

ff-8~(r,(J)o02(r,(J)oRCS(r,(J)Jdrd(J

(27)

r

In eq. (27) 0 2 is wind speed ~ is a coefficient which should be empirical determined, G is a
factor which is dependent from wave spectrum q>(c1), and RCS(r, (J)J represents the influence of
the wave radiation. Because the scalar spectrum q>(c1) would have some functional relationship
(Phillips, 1958), it is expected that the representative group velocity G can be estimated. In eq,
(27) we would regard ~, 0 8 and G as constants.
We define
fetch area =FF= f rf 8RCS(r, (J)JdrdO

(28)

"fetch area" corresponds to the meaning of fetch and has the dimension-length x radian.
cause radian is dimensionless, so fetch area has the same dimension as fetch.

Be-

SUGGESTIONS
1. By dimension analysis we often use the dimensionless fetch, ~ (F is fetch) and the other
. empm
. 'cally. I suggest to use -0goFF Instead
.
. n1ess paramet ers to an alyse wave pr editenon
di mensio
~

of

8

08 0

2. A wave generator for short-crested waves in a basin of the hydraulic laboratory would
consist of several independent wave generating plates, which move in random.

CONCLUSIONS
1. The elementary wave model is similar to the theory of the energy balance equation
(Hasselmann, 1968). The latter considers also the whole wind field.
2. R(B)=cos2S is only an approximation. Because the radiation function is like a weighted
function in the definition of fetch area, an approximation is enough.
3. Fetch area has the same meaning like fetch but describes the problem more naturally.
4. The transfer coefficient l and the representative group velocity G must be determined
empirically by measurements in the ocean in order to get a new method of wave Prediction.
TAO
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元素波核式與「吹風面積」
在風浪推算中之定義
J要
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摘要

骰設風域中任一小區可觀為圓形「充素設J 生成之中心，由此推出「吹風面積j 之定義，其與吹
TAO

風距離之意義相同並且有相同之單位〈長度) ，但它說明得更真實些。

